into battle
cannot feel their feet as they move forward in the fog and darkness
of the immeasurable and the unknown. One of the things that
this war is going to prove is whether in modern times the full strength
of nations can be realised for war under totalitarian systems working
through an Ogpu or a Gestapo. Certainly what we have seen of
the Russian effort when opposed to the heroic Finns, should give
the British and French democracies and Parliaments additional
confidence in their own struggle with the Nazi despotism.
Herr Hitler boasts that he has ninety millions under his rod, but
nearly twenty of these millions have to be forcibly held down by the
others. We and the French have eighty-five millions in our home-
lands, and twenty millions more in the British Dominions whose
armies are hastening to the battle front; and besides this there are
vast populations of men of other races who owe allegiance to the
Crown or the French Republic spread about the surface of the globe
whose sure instinct leads them to regard Nazi-ism as a deadly menace
to their future progress. All these inexhaustible resources will
steadily and surely, through the command of the seas, be brought
to bear upon the evil things whose wickedness has cast its shadow
upon mankind and seeks to bar its forward march.
Let us look for a moment at what Nazi Germany inflicts upon
the peoples she has subjugated to her rule.    The German invaders
pursue with every method of cultural, social and economic oppression
their intention of destroying the Czech nation.   Students are shot
by scores and tormented in concentration camps by thousands.
All the Czech Universities have closed—amongst them the Charles
University of Prague which., founded in 1348, was the first Uni-
versity   in   Central   Europe ;    the   clinics,   in   Central   Europe,
the laboratories, the libraries of the Czech Universities have been
pillaged or destroyed.   The works of their national writers have been
removed from  the  public  libraries.    More  than  two   thousand
periodicals  and newspapers  have  been  suppressed.    Prominent
writers, artists and professors have been herded into the concentra-
tion camps.   The public administration and judicature have been
reduced to chaos.   The Czech lands have been plundered, and every
scrap of food and useful portable article carried off into Germany
by organised brigandage or common theft.   The property of the
Churches is maladmimstered and engrossed by German commissars.
A hundred thousand* Czech workmen have been led off into slavery
to be toiled to death in Germany.   Eight millions of Czechs—a nation
famous and recognisable as a distinct community for many centuries
past in Europe—writhe in agony under the German and Nazi tyranny.
But everything that is happening to the Czechs pales in com-
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